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"Children, and especially those from minority cultures, will find
encouragement in this endearing tale of a young dragon learning to
love his unique gifts." –Livia Blackburne, New York Times
bestselling author of I Dream of Popo.
"A witty and charming book conveys a message of inclusion and
diversity in the most delightful way possible." –Eric Fan, The Fan
Brothers, creators of The Night Gardener and Ocean Meets Sky

Wrapped in Eastern and Western dragon lore,
this fantasy tale celebrates perseverance,
cultural inclusion, and self-discovery.

LONG GOES TO DRAGON SCHOOL
BY HELEN H. WU;
ILLUSTRATED BY MAE BESOM
9781953458506 $18.99 March 21, 2023
Ages 3-8/Grades PreK-3; 36 pages
10.6 x 10.6; Jacketed Hardcover

It's the first day of Dragon School, where all the young dragons must
learn how to harness their fire breath. Today's lesson? Using it to cook
food! All the dragons are excited to test their powers . . . except Long.
Long is from the East and can only breathe out water. No matter how
hard he huffs and puffs, he isn't sure he can match his fire breathing
classmates. But will he be discovered? Or will Long find his own unique
path to cooking-and to fitting in?
From TOFU TAKES TIME author Helen H. Wu and New York Times
bestselling illustrator Mae Besom (WHAT DO YOU DO WITH AN IDEA?)
comes a gorgeously illustrated and stirring tale around cultural
inclusion and self-discovery.

BISAC Codes:
JUV002270 JUVENILE FICTION / Animals / Dragons, Unicorns & Mythical
JUV012060 JUVENILE FICTION / Legends, Myths, Fables / Asian
JUV074000 JUVENILE FICTION / Diversity & Multicultural
JUV039140 JUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes / Self-Esteem & Self-Reliance

Key Selling Points:
Helen H. Wu is a children's book author
and illustrator, as well as a translator and
publisher. She is the author of TOFU
TAKES TIME. Fascinated by the
differences and similarities between
cultures, Helen loves to share stories that
can empower children to understand the
world and our connections. Helen resides
in San Diego, California, with her family
and two kids. Find her at helenhwu.com
@helenhwu
16K followers in total

• NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING ILLUSTRATOR, MAE BESOM: Awardwinning illustrator Mae Besom uses traditional media to deliver striking
illustrations that will captivate readers and leave them poring over every detail.
A simultaneously fresh but classic imagining of Eastern and Western dragons.
• INSPIRED BY THE AUTHOR’S OWN EXPERIENCE: Helen H. Wu is a firstgeneration immigrant born and raised in China, who later moved to study and
work in the US. The cultural similarities and differences helped inspire this story
of two dragon worlds coming together within this school.
• LEARN MORE ABOUT CHINESE DRAGON LORE: With a rapidly increasing
pop culture references to Asian dragon mythology, this picture book will help
meet the growing demands of this interest and help explain the differences
between Western and Eastern representation of dragons.
• A TALE OF PERSEVERANCE: There are great social emotional learning
components here, especially centered around perseverance, self-acceptance,
growth mindset, and goal setting. While Long doesn’t fit in with the rest of the
dragons, he persists with a growth mindset and accomplishes his goals—all
while staying true to his unique talents.
• COOK ALONG WITH THE DRAGONS: Kids will get to see bits of the cooking
process, as dragons toast marshmallows, pop popcorn, grill fish, and much
more. A fun way to learn more about cooking!

Marketing and Publicity:
Mae Besom is an award-winning artist
whose books include New York Times
bestsellers WHAT DO YOU DO WITH AN
IDEA? and WHAT DO YOU DO WITH A
CHANCE?. Mae uses traditional media,
pencil and watercolor to create texture
and light within her enchanting illustrations.
Mae lives in Chongqing, China.
@

伟大的扫把

700K followers

Companion plushies, enamel pins, and stickers
Poster on the back of the jacket, featuring "Find Your Own Path"
Autographed bookplates available
National review coverage; Print and digital galleys available
Ads on Publishers Weekly, SLJ, and Ingram; Goodreads giveaway
Pre-order campaign; Social media campaigns
Interviews and appearances with children's book reviewers
Author visits and storytimes with schools, libraries, and bookstores
Simultaneous book launch of English edition and Chinese edition
Downloadable activity sheet, teaching guide and lesson plan
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This encouraging exploration of perseverance reveals that we all have plenty of
imagination—and much to offer ... Matheis’ short, readable paragraphs follow
Opal from the highs of expectation to the lows of defeat—and back up again to
the satisfaction of having created a working birdhouse... Arrayás’ perky illustrations
populate the story with a diverse cast of energetic characters. A short appendix
features some bird habitats from around the world. —Kirkus Reviews
Opal is devastated when her house is not deemed “fun and creative” enough for
first place but learns there are more important prizes to be won.
–Foreword Reviews

Bang! Whack! Whirr!
It’s time for a birdhouse-building contest!
Opal’s friends all have endless ideas on how to make their constructions stand
out. There are bells, pom-poms, basketballs, and many more materials to use—
and yet Opal still feels stuck.
Maybe a simple, sturdy piece of wood…a few nails and screws will be just right.
But when the judges don’t pick Opal’s birdhouse, she may still discover that her
humble home is just right for someone else.
In this charming picture book tale, creators Emily Matheis and Albert Arrayásor
showcase how the rewards of our efforts can come from the most unexpected
of places.

BISAC Codes:
OPAL’S SPRINGTIME BIRDHOUSE
BY EMILY MATHEIS;
ILLUSTRATED BY ALBERT ARRAYÁS

JUV 014000 JUVENILE FICTION / Girls & Women
JUV 002040 JUVENILE FICTION / Animals / Birds
JUV 032170 JUVENILE FICTION / Sports & Recreation / Camping &
Outdoor Activities

9781953458483 $17.99 March 28, 2023
Ages 3-8/Grades PreK-3; 32 pages
8.2x 10.6; Jacketed Hardcover

@emilymahdice
4K followers
@emilymatheisauthor

Emily Matheis' books offer the
windows and mirrors we long for in
our literary escapes. From her first
page to the last, each book retains
the reader within its captivating
setting and enthralling characters.
She is a two-time award-winning
writer through the Society of
Children’s Book Writers & Illustrators
organization.

@albertarrayas
13.5K followers

Albert Arrayás was born in Barcelona,
Spain (1990). His work reflects a
delicacy, beauty, and above all a
dream world accompanied by great
details and textures. You can wander
through or enjoy the blank spacethat
can be filled by your imagination.”

Key Selling Points:
• A determined protagonist full of heart—This character sets a great example
for kids on the power of perseverance even in the face of a setback.
• Lend itself to classroom activities on building—This book would pair well with
craft and maker units in schools, with simple materials like popsicle sticks,
cardboard, glue, and other decorative elements for kids to make their own
birdhouses!
• Diversity Representation—Features a diverse ensemble of supporting
characters. Enjoy representations in all forms, from disabilities to BIPOC
characters, Opal’s classmates and camp counselors are full of life and have
distinct personalities.
• Themes of STEM/STEAM—Opal and her classmates use their knowledge and
creativity to construct birdhouses. These characters will inspire aspiring engineers
to hone their knowledge and merge their building strategies with their creativity.
• Informational Backmatter—Kids will delight in the fun facts of bird habitats
around the world, including where they are found, what materials go into their
nests, and even how many eggs they can fit inside!

Marketing and Publicity:

Poster on the back of the jacket, featuring "Find Your Heart's Desire"
National reviews submission; galleys available;
Social media campaigns; blog tours;
Advertisement in Publishers Weekly and School Library Journal;
Interviews and appearances with children's book reviewers
Author visits and storytimes with schools, libraries, and bookstores
Simultaneous book launch of English edition and Chinese edition
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Ready for adventure? Egg-cellent! –Kirkus Reviews

Eggs are fragile and bought specifically to be
cracked. . . but what if they don't want to be
cracked and have their own ambitions and goals
for life like becoming a great egg-splorer?

HUMPHREY THE EGG-SPLORER
BY NADIA ALI;
ILLUSTRATED BY VALENTÍ GUBIANAS

Humphrey has long known the cautionary tale of his grandfather,
Humpty Dumpty. Being an egg means he can easily slip and crack at
any time . . . but what does that mean for his dreams of becoming
an egg-splorer and going on grand adventures?
But Humphrey is determined, and he’ll do whatever it takes to
become a brave adventurer—even if that means putting himself
through the fiercest trials to get there.
Inspired by the beloved nursery rhyme, author Nadia Ali and artist
Valentí Gubianas deliver a rollicking story that expands the famous
tale of a fragile egg to a new story about bravery, creativity, and
forging your own path.

9781953458575 $17.99 April 4, 2023
Ages 3-8/Grades PreK-3; 40 pages
10.6 x 8.2; Jacketed Hardcover

@NadiaAwriter
6.2K followers
@NadiaAwriter

Nadia Ali is a children’s book author. She
writes fiction and nonfiction picture books. Her
stories range from funny to fanciful to factual.
She was born in London and currently resides
in the Caribbean. When she is not writing she
can be found in the kitchen whipping up a
super sweet dessert. Find her at
https://nadia-ali.weebly.com/
@valentigubianas
6.4K followers
@valentigubianas_illustration
@valentigubianas

Valentí was born in Navàs, Catalonia. He studied
at the Massana School in Barcelona. He
published his first book in 1995, written by Elena
O'Callaghan. He has illustrated books for many
publishers, both children's and young adult
literature and textbooks. He worked on murals in
schools, libraries, and live shows. So far, He has
worked with most of Spain's publishers, such as
Penguin Random House Spain, Planeta Group,
SM Group, and also several others from around
the world. things in the dirt in hopes that they will
grow. Find him at
http://www.valentigubianas.com/en/valenti
-gubianas-ilustration

BISAC Codes:
JUV 012040 JUVENILE FICTION / Fairy Tales & Folklore / Adaptationsal
JUV 051000 JUVENILE FICTION / Imagination & Play
JUV 039100 JUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes / Peer Pressure

Key Selling Points:
• A beloved children’s tale expanded—Humpty Dumpty has been
around for generations and is some of the first stories that children learn
and Humphrey the Egg-Splorer explores what happens after Humpty’s
infamous fall.
• Themes of bravery and creativity—Humphrey’s daring and
determination to become a great explorer allows him to come up with
creative solutions to his problem. His imagination knows no bounds and
creates delightful spreads sure to appeal to readers.
• Themes of pursuing a family legacy—Humphrey remembers his
grandfather’s legacy and draws his bravery and desire of becoming an
explorer. This can inspire readers to draw inspiration from their own
family’s legacy and the path they’ve paved for their adventures.
• Inspires egg-themed crafts— Perfect for school or at-home reading
times, this book can also inspire fun egg-themed crafts related to the
story! There are so many ways to play with the versatile egg!
• A humorous tale for readers of all ages— Humphrey’s trials and
tribulations lead to hilarious scenarios which will tickle readers and give
them a reason to read the story over and over.

Marketing and Publicity:
National reviews submission; galleys available;
Social media campaigns; blog tours;
Advertisement in Publishers Weekly and School Library Journal;
Interviews and appearances with children's book reviewers
Author visits and storytimes with schools, libraries, and bookstores
Simultaneous book launch of English edition and Chinese edition
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In this moving tale about the deep depths of love
and care a grandpa and granddaughter have for one
another, author Roxanne Troup and artist Kendra
Binney deliver a moving story soon to become a
timeless classic.
Of all the trees in Grandpa’s orchard, one tree is his favorite—a pecan tree,
planted for his granddaughter on the day she was born.
As the season's change and the leaves bloom and fall again, Grandpa takes
tender care of each and every tree. Sometimes they need pruning, sometimes
they need feeding. They all need harvesting, and the granddaughter loves to
see the tractor hug the trunks and shake and shake until leaves and twigs and
pecans all rain down.
But not the child’s tree—her tree is special. It is not a part of the rest of the
orchard. It is for just the two: grandfather and granddaughter, and the ways
they’ll watch this tree grow each season as they tend to the roots, care for its
pecan treasures, and see what they can make together.

MY GRANDPA, MY TREE, AND ME
BY ROXANNE TROUP;
ILLUSTRATED BY KENDRA BINNEY
9781953458551 $17.99 April 11, 2023
Ages 4-8/Grades PreK-3; 40 pages
8.2 x 10.6; Jacketed Hardcover
@RoxanneTroup
1.7K followers
@roxanne-troup
@roxannetroup

BISAC Codes:

JUV 013030 JUVENILE FICTION / Family /Multigenerational
JUV 011010
JUVENILE FICTION / People & Places / United States / African
American & Black
JUV074000 JUVENILE FICTION / Diversity & Multicultural
JUV029000 JUVENILE FICTION / Science & Nature / General

Key Selling Points:
Roxanne Troup grew up along the waterways
of Missouri, where everyone had a pecan tree
but few grew pecans commercially. Today,
she lives in the mountains of Colorado (where
no one grows pecans) and writes kid's books
that celebrate the wonder of childhood and
the beauty of family. Find her at
https://www.roxannetroup.com/

@kendra_binney
13.2K followers

Kendra Binney is a fine artist and illustrator. Her
paintings have been exhibited, sold, and
published around the world, but her favorite
place on earth is still her own backyard. There
she loves to spend time with her family and
menagerie of animals; giving nicknames to
visiting birds, and planting things in the dirt in
hopes that they will grow. Find her at
http://www.kendra-binney.com/

• A tender grandfather and granddaughter relationship—The special
bond between the grandparent and grandchild here is so incredibly moving.
The care they show one another and the time they make to spend together
will have readers in tears. It highlights the importance of sharing activities
between the younger and older generation. This allows for a teachable
experience for young readers to build relationships with elders.
• Gentle and lyrical prose and stunning illustrations—The text is pure
poetry. And this story will become beloved by both adult and child readers.
Meanwhile, with extraordinary detail, the full grandeur of grandpa’s orchard
is on display. More than the gorgeous setting though, the artist delivers
characters with a richness that will capture hearts.
• An easy way to learn more about gardening— The story seamlessly
weaves the life cycle of a pecan tree into the overarching narrative, allowing
kids to pick up on the care of a pecan tree, including how to prune, feed,
mow, protect for diseases, harvest, dry, and eventually cook the pecans!
• Helpful back matter—Readers will have the opportunity to learn all about
the history of pecans and how the commercial pecan industry came into
existence. There is also a glossary to help kids learn some specific gardening
terms used in the book, such as pecan scabs, aphids, harvesters, and more.

Marketing and Publicity:

National reviews submission; galleys available;
Social media campaigns; blog tours;
Advertisement in Publishers Weekly and School Library Journal;
Interviews and appearances with children's book reviewers
Author visits and storytimes with schools, libraries, and bookstores
Simultaneous book launch of English edition and Chinese edition
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"Clear evidence that the scientific method works as well for dogs as for
people. A funny hypothesis properly tested and confirmed... Science in
action! … Ellor closes with a simplified restatement of the scientific
method and a bulleted list of enticing project ideas (dog related and
otherwise) to explore. —Kirkus Reviews

Yara is out to prove that she’s the greatest scientist in
town! Her annoying neighbor Eddie always wins the Science
Fair, but this year is going to be HER year.
Like every good scientist, Yara starts with a question, makes observations,
and comes up with a hypothesis . . . but each time she starts an
experiment, her dog, Renzo, ruins it! Could Renzo be up to something more
than making trouble?
From Betsy Ellor and Luisa Vera comes a humorous, endearing story about
a passionate, young scientist who is determined to achieve her goal—no
matter what!

BISAC Codes:
MY DOG IS NOT A SCIENTIST
BY BETSY ELLOR
ILLUSTRATED BY : LUISA VERA

JUV 039140 JUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes / Self-Esteem & SelfReliance
JUV 036020 JUVENILE FICTION / Technology / Inventions
JUV 014000 JUVENILE FICTION / Girls & Women

9781953458469 $17.99 April 18, 2023
Ages 3-8/Grades PreK-3; 40 pages
8.2x 10.6; Jacketed Hardcover

@betsy.ellor
@bewordsunbound
2K followers
@betsy_ellor_words_unbound

Betsy Ellor lives in a house near the beach where
curiosity and chaos run wild. She divides her time
between seeking out great stories and designing
spaces like science labs, classrooms, and
restaurants where others can cultivate their own
curiosity. Her previous works include the anthology
Heroic Care, and Sara Crewe, a family musical
that’s been performed across the U.S. Find her at
https://www.wordsunboundstudio.com/about

@luisavera.estudio
1.1K followers

Luisa Vera was born in Spain. After getting a degree
in Fine Arts, she moved to New York, where she
continued her illustration studies. Her characters have
nosed their way into the pages of The New York
Times, The Chicago Tribune, The Wall Street Journal,
and El País, and have dressed up for all kinds of
occasions, such as book covers, posters, catalogs,
children's books, and exhibitions. Find her
https://www.behance.net/luisaveraestudio

Key Selling Points:
• Girls in STEM/STEAM—Yara is a girl with a passion for science who is
determined to excel and make new discoveries. She will inspire young
readers to pursue scientific studies as well.
• Humorous Antics—Renzo’s “experiments” cause humorous chaos that
will have readers giggling at his antics as he rips up paper airplanes,
gags on sour lemons, knocks over test tubes, and more.
• Perfect for Dog Lovers—Kids love pets and Yara’s funny but loving
relationship with Renzo is appealing. Dog lovers will recognize Renzo’s
spirited and playful nature from their own canine friends.
• Educational Back Matter—The book has educational back matter
explaining the scientific method that will be useful to teachers and
librarians. It lays out each step in the process clearly, so kids can follow
them. It will inspire readers to become scientists and start
experimenting on their own.

Marketing and Publicity:

Poster on the back of the jacket, featuring "Everyone Can Be A Scientist"
National reviews submission; galleys available;
Social media campaigns; blog tours;
Advertisement in Publishers Weekly and School Library Journal;
Interviews and appearances with children's book reviewers
Author visits and storytimes with schools, libraries, and bookstores
Simultaneous book launch of English edition and Chinese edition
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Near the ocean surface, sea creatures live in a
sunlit world. But what lurks far below the waves,
where the water world dims? Meet the weird and
wonderful glow-in-the-dark sea creatures that
live in the deep ocean.
Young readers will encounter the viperfish, that hunts with a blinking beacon
to lead unsuspecting prey into its mouth; learn about the glowing fireworm,
rising from the depths in a glowing cluster to search for a mate; discover how
the bioluminescent vampire squid evades predators with its twinkling lights.
Join author Donna B. McKinney and illustrator Daniella Ferretti on a thrilling
journey to the mysterious, dark world of the deep sea, where fascinating
creatures make their own light!

BISAC Codes:
JNF 003150 JUVENILE NONFICTION / Animals / Marine Life
JNF 051170
JUVENILE NONFICTION / Science & Nature / Discoveries
JNF 002000 JUVENILE NONFICTION / Adventure & Adventurers

LIGHTS ON!

GLOW-IN-THE-DARK DEEP OCEAN CREATURES

BY DONNA B. MCKINNEY;
ILLUSTRATED BY DANIELLA FERRETTI
9781953458476 $18.99 April 25, 2023
Ages 5-8/Grades PreK-3; 32 pages
8.2 x 10.6; Jacketed Hardcover

@donnabmckinney
@donnabmckinney

Donna B. McKinney has authored 17 nonfiction
books for kids on topics ranging from science
and technology to history to sports. Before
she wrote for children, she wrote about topics
like oceanography, chemistry, space science,
and robotics at the U.S. Naval Research
Laboratory in Washington, DC. She has a B.A.
from Campbell University and an M.A. in
English (Professional Writing and Editing) from
George Mason University. Find her at
https://www.donnamckinneybooks.com/

@daniella.ferretti
1.5K followers

Daniella Ferretti is a Chilean illustrator. She
studied graphic design in Valparaíso and
completed a Creative Illustration Degree in
Barcelona. She was selected as part of the
Ibero-American Illustration Catalog in 2016.
She finds inpiration in nature, sea, walking,
travels and daily life. Find her at
https://www.agoodson.com/portfolios/d
aniella-ferretti

Key Selling Points:
• Interactive format—Each page features an interactive lift-the-flap
element that allows readers to reveal hidden text, providing additional nonfiction information on the creatures and phenomena featured on that page.
• Great for Read-Aloud—The text abounds with sound words and
repetition, like “swoosh, swoosh” and “flap, flap, flap” which will make it
dynamic and fun storytime pick.
• Will Spark Curiosity—For young readers, this may inspire an interest in
science and marine biology that will motivate them to research the subject
further.

Marketing and Publicity:
National reviews submission; galleys available;
Social media campaigns; blog tours;
Advertisement in Publishers Weekly and School Library Journal;
Interviews and appearances with children's book reviewers
Author visits and storytimes with schools, libraries, and bookstores
Simultaneous book launch of English edition and Chinese edition
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Should children learn to drive cars?
Are volcanoes bubbling with fondu?
And do rhinos make good pets?
Mikayla and Drew loved to read and learn new things…but when a new stack
of books gives way to facts unlike anything they had ever heard of before,
chaos ensues! Soon the children are swimming with alligators, eating candies
like vitamins, and getting blasted by their neighbor. Which leads them to
wonder . . .
If it’s in a book, is it actually true? From Amanda Pearlstein, Howard Pearlstein,
and Maren Amini, comes a rhyming tale about what happens when a family
decides to take every word to heart—and the hilarious consequences that
follow. A perfect book for fans of Harry Bliss and Doreen Cronin! Comparable.

BISAC Codes:
JUV 047000 JUVENILE FICTION / Books & Libraries
JUV 037000 JUVENILE FICTION / Fantasy & Magic
JUV 001000 JUVENILE FICTION / Action & Adventure / General

THE LIEBRARY
BY AMANDA PEARLSTEIN &
HOWARD PEARLSTEIN;
ILLUSTRATED BY MAREN AMINI
9781953458605 $17.99 May 2, 2023
Ages 4-8/Grades PreK-3; 36 pages
8.2 x 10.6; Jacketed Hardcover

Key Selling Points:

Amanda Pearlstein is a civil rights
lawyer who wishes all of her writing
could rhyme and come with cute
illustrations. And her next children’s
book, Tribeca – also a collaboration
with her dad Howard – will be
published in 2023.
Throughout his career as an awardwinning advertising creative director
and copywriter, Howard Pearlstein
has worked with some of the world’s
most popular brands, including
Toyota, Verizon and Mitsubishi.
Maren Amini completed her studies in
illustration in 2009. She loves to make
people laugh or smile with her work.
Because once you have laughed at a
work of art from the bottom of your
heart, it stays with You. Find her at
http://www.maren-amini.de/
@marenamini
1.6K followers

• A delightful read-aloud: Kids will love the rhyming text and
easily remember the following memorable line!
• Encourages new learning—The siblings exemplify readers
who love to read and learn more. They showcase how books
cover a wide range of subjects: from health tips to animal care,
there’s something for everyone. Of course—the children quickly
learn not to believe everything they read and that fact-checking
is crucial.
• Escalating scenario helps build suspense—As the
characters go from eating lots of candies to driving a car and
then adopting a rhino, a lot escalates very quickly! Kids will love
to see the story build and build until utter chaos finally erupts,
and enjoy the satisfying ending when they realize what caused
the day’s events!
• Supportive family dynamics—Despite not initially believing
the children’s far-fetched “truths,” the dad continues to
encourage and support his kid’s love of reading and goes along
on their wild journey.
• Beautiful watercolor illustrations—The soft watercolor
washes, think pen linework, and sweet characters make for a
beautiful book that will appeal to readers of all ages.

Marketing and Publicity:
National reviews submission; galleys available;
Social media campaigns; blog tours;
Advertisement in Publishers Weekly and School Library Journal;
Interviews and appearances with children's book reviewers
Author visits and storytimes with schools, libraries, and bookstores
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A girl finds relief in the unlikeliest of places ... A quirky yet tastefully done tale
about the ivory throne. –Kirkus Reviews

Po is a small girl living in a BIG, loud city who has
always had to share her favorite relaxing retreat—
her bathroom—with her busy family. But when a
mysterious visitor arrives one night, everything
changes.
Po’s bathroom is a place where she can be herself, enjoy quiet time, and do
anything she dreams of: put on shows, dance and sing, and create whatever
she imagines. But her mom, dad, and brother always barge in and interrupt
her alone time. She wishes for a sanctuary all her own. Then one night, Lady
Violet, a beautiful toilet guardian, appears with a magical gift. Things for Po
will never be the same. But maybe she isn’t the only one who needs her very
own private bathroom.
Author Yan Du and illustrator Erin Vanessa bring to life a sweet story about
the importance of self-care and having a place of one’s own.

LMY POCKET BATHROOM
BY YAN DU;
ILLUSTRATED BY ERIN VANESSA
9781953458544 $17.99 May 9, 2023
Ages 4-8/Grades PreK-3; 32 pages
8.2 x 10.6; Jacketed Hardcover

Yan Du is a CSC-Cambridge Trust scholar of
children’s literature and culture and a lover of
stories. She began translating picture books in
2018 and has translated Marc Martin’s awardwinning book, A Forest, and a more recent one,
Max. She has published original research on
children’s literature since 2020. She also writes
for children’s magazines such as Phoenix
English. This is her first authored picture book.

BISAC Codes:

JUV 074000 JUVENILE FICTION / Diversity & Multicultural
JUV 012040 JUVENILE FICTION / Fairy Tales & Folklore / Adaptations
JUV 023000 JUVENILE FICTION / Lifestyles / City & Town Life

Key Selling Points:

• Self-Care: The book emphasizes the importance of having one’s own space to
relax, recharge, and take care of oneself.
• Helping Others: Po’s story shows that it is important to think about the needs
of others and share your blessings with them to make their lives better.
• Relatable Family: Many young readers will feel a connection to Po’s busy
@erinvanessaart
family and her desire for privacy when life is hectic.
4.7K followers
• Multicultural Learning: The book introduces mythology about toilet gods and
@erinvanessaart
goddesses from cultures all around the world, broadening readers’ horizons and
teaching them something new.
• Expert Author: Yan Du is a CSC-Cambridge Trust Scholar who studies
Erin Vanessa is a Canadian illustrator who hand- children’s literature and publishes original research on the topic, so she is an
expert on telling stories for this age group.
paints with watercolor, gouache, and pencil
crayon. In addition to children's books, her art can • Fanciful Art: Erin Vanessa’s colorful, fantastical art brings Lady Violet and the
bathroom tree to vibrant life.
be found on stationery, greeting cards, puzzles,
and home decor products around the world. She's
a former video game producer, runs a lot
(because she loves baking cookies and eating
cheese), and loves dogs. Her inspirations include
video games, beautiful food, and vintage
botanical illustrations. Find her at
https://erinvanessa.com/

Marketing and Publicity:

Poster on the back of the jacket, featuring "My Heart is My Home"
National reviews submission; galleys available;
Social media campaigns; blog tours;
Advertisement in Publishers Weekly and School Library Journal;
Interviews and appearances with children's book reviewers
Author visits and storytimes with schools, libraries, and bookstores
Simultaneous book launch of English edition and Chinese edition

BESTSELLING BACKLIST

YEEHOOPRESS.COM
THE WHOLE WORLD INSIDE NAN'S SOUP

9781953458063 • $14.99
• Winner of Paterson Prize for Books for Young Readers
• Every Child a Reader Honor Book
“A lovely portrait of how interconnected everything is.” –Booklist
“Zhang illustrates a detailed, whimsical watercolor world with much to pore over.” –Publishers Weekly
“Imaginative rumination on the true meaning of farm to table.” –Kirkus Reviews
A rumination on our ability to recognize our interconnectedness with ‘all’ people. There’s something special
bubbling in Nanni’s big metal pot. And it smells delicious! What ingredients might be inside? When Nanni lifts
the lid on her soup, she reveals the whole world inside: from the seeds that grew into vegetables, to the
gardeners who lovingly tended to the plants, to the sun, moon, and stars that shone its light above them.
And, of course, no meal is complete without a recipe passed down through generations of family, topped
and finished with Nanni’s love. In this tender tale by award-winning author Hunter Liguori and artist Vikki
Zhang, readers will marvel at how a community and world can come together to put on an unforgettable
meal between a granddaughter and her Nanni.

THE VANISHING LAKE

9781953458032 • $15.99

• Gold medal winner of the 2021 Independent Publisher Book Awards (IPPY Awards)
• Shortlisted for World Illustration Awards
A wonderful read for adults and children alike, as it is a journey of discovery.
–Children's Books Ireland
A captivating tale that celebrates a young girl’s determination, a granddad’s wisdom, and the
fantastical wonders of the natural world. Something mysterious is happening at Lake Loughareema.
There are days the lake is beautiful, shimmering, and full. And then there are other days when it’s . . .
empty!
Meara asks her granddad WHY the water disappears, but every time he blames far-fetched culprits:
Narwals! Mermaids! Giants!
Unsatisfied, Meara sets out to uncover the truth for herself. Little does she know the answer is much
larger than she realizes, and it’ll take stepping back and opening her eyes to the impossible to
discover the lake’s magic.

DODOS ARE NOT EXTINCT

978953458209 • $15.99
• Annual Best Children's Books In China List 2022
“Deliciously daft, beautifully illustrated, and a wonderful way to get children to really look at the
wildlife around them.” –M.G. Leonard, Beetle Boy
A hilarious, engaging primer on famous extinct—but never forgotten— animals that will keep kids
giggling and guessing on every page. Psst! Hey, you! Can you keep a secret?
Dodos are NOT extinct!
In fact, if you look extra closely, you might be able to spot other extinct animals . . . like woolly
mammoths, saber-toothed tigers, and even dinosaurs! These famous creatures are in disguise
everywhere, so keep your eyes peeled! You never know who might be right under your nose.
Author-illustrator Paddy Donnelly delivers a silly, animal-filled read that is perfect for story time
sharing at home or for the classroom. Nonfiction back matter jam-packed with facts about the
endangered and extinct animals featured in the story makes this creative book as educational as
it is fun.

PIPER AND PURPA FOREVER! 9781953458292 • $14.99
"A brightly illustrated picture book with a narrative that reads aloud well." –Booklist
“A delightful story of growing up, but not giving up on the thing you love.”–School Library Journal
“Very cute illustrations show the softness of the sweater and Piper’s emotional responses as others
try to take away her beloved Purpa (the sweater). Recommend for children ages 2-6, especially
those struggling to adjust to growing bodies and emotional attachment to things.” –Youth
Services Book Review, Starred Review
"A sweet and relatable story, Piper and Purpa Forever! is sure to become a favorite for any child
who remembers or is actively attached to their favorite lovey." –The Children's Book Review
When Piper outgrows her favorite sweater, she must find a way to save it in this comforting picture
book perfect for every kid who has a lovey or favorite piece of clothing. Piper loves Purpa, her
favorite purple sweater. She wears it everywhere—to the park, to birthday parties, and every
occasion in between. But as Piper grows bigger and taller, Purpa does not, and soon Piper can’t fit
into Purpa anymore . . . though maybe she can find another way to keep her beloved sweater in her
life. This reassuring story reminds us that growing up doesn’t always mean leaving our favorites
behind.

BESTSELLING BACKLIST

YEEHOOPRESS.COM

THE GENTLE BULLDOZER

99781953458216 • $15.99

In this rollicking read-aloud, a powerful bulldozer is off to find his true purpose. With the help of new
and old friends, he might find a gentler calling.
BANG! CRASH! SLAM!
Bulldozer spends his days on a construction site. He and his friends are tasked with an important job:
to tear things down and smash things up. But Bulldozer dreams of something bigger–could he and his
crew be made for more than this?
Perfect for fans of GOODNIGHT GOODNIGHT CONSTRUCTION SITE and CALVIN CAN'T FLY, this story
features a bulldozer with a tender side. Gift this to young readers who love construction vehicles!

THE SCHOOL OF FAILURE: A STORY ABOUT SUCCESS
9781953458179 • $15.99 • Shortlisted for Hiii Illustration International Competition
“A charming, fractured, picture book fairy-tale about the road to success often being paved
with mistakes, but that shouldn't stop us from pursuing our goals and the most important
thing is to keep trying.” —Midwest Book Review
A charming fractured fairy-tale about how the road to success is often paved with mistakes
and the most important thing is to keep trying.
Once upon a time, there were three hopeful fairy-tale characters: Wolfred, Zinderella, and the
Non-Evil Queen.
Already rejected from classic fairy-tales, a happily-ever-after for these three seems a world
away. So the trio is headed to the School of Failure. Once there, they discover that with
patience and persistence, mistakes can also lead to the perfect storybook ending.
From author Rosie J. Pova and illustrator Monika Filipina comes a charming fractured fairy-tale
about beloved characters who don't make the final cut to be in a famous story but still find
their starring roles. A perfect read for fans of THE BOOK OF MISTAKES, THE TRUE STORY OF
THE THREE LITTLE PIGS, or anyone who needs a reminder that the road to success is often
paved with mistakes, but that shouldn't stop us from pursuing our goals.

THE HAPPIEST KID

9781953458087 • $14.99

A gentle, reassuring picture book that helps children to recognize and normalize sadness and talk
about big feelings. –Little Parachutes, Gold Star Winner
A reassuring picture book about recognizing sadness and talking about big feelings.
Sally is usually the happiest kid. She wakes up every morning with a bright sun shining over her bed,
and she knows it’s going to be a good day. But one day she wakes up feeling different and there’s
a gloomy cloud hanging over her instead. She doesn’t know why it’s there, but she doesn’t want
anyone to see it—not her parents, not her teacher, and not her friends—so she hides it away. But as
the day goes on, the cloud grows too big and heavy for her to carry, and Sally must find the
courage to let it out. In this sweet story, Sarah Bagley Steele, Elsa Pu Si Lo, and Clarice Cai offer a
gentle reminder that everyone feels sad sometimes, and that’s okay.

WHO IS IT, WHOODINI?

9781953458322 • $15.99

A rhyming story given cinematic drama. –Publishers Weekly
A cozy reimagining of a Sherlock Holmes mystery. –Foreword Reviews, Starred Review
Follow the clues to reveal an unexpected surprise in this rhyming mystery read-aloud!
Eyes wide with surprise and necks twisting to see,
two owls whoo-hooted, “Now who could that be?”
When a mysterious bird crashes into a tree, two curious owls—Cahoots and Whodini—set out
to investigate. They fly down to interview their barnyard friends, but after gathering all the
clues, they’re still stumped . . . until Whoodini overhears an unexpected hint. Clever clues,
teamwork, and a delightful surprise ending await young detectives in this charming mystery.

THE SECOND IN THE WORLD TO SAIL THE
GLOBE: SIR FRANCIS DRAKE
BY FARREN PHILLIPS
978-1-953458-34-6 AGES 8-11 MAR 2022 $19.99
10.6 X 10.8, 48 PAGES HARDCOVER
The fun, cartoonish images are more engaging than
reference-like, all adding up to a fun read—with puzzles!—
that gives readers lots to follow up on in more in-depth
works. -Booklist

THE SECOND IN THE WORLD TO INVENT
TELEPHONE: ELISHA GRAY
BY FARREN PHILLIPS
978-1-953458-40-7 AGES 6-10 AUG 2022 $19.99
10.6 X 10.6, 48 PAGES HARDCOVER
A fascinating illustrated biography about Elisha Gray, the
second person to invent the telephone.

MY MONSTERPIECE
BY AMALIA HOFFMAN
978-1-953458-01-8 AGES 4-8 MAR 2021 $16.99
8.2 X 10.9, 40 PAGES HARDCOVER
A humorous celebration of imagination and
creativity that invites kids to create their own
monster masterpieces with everyday materials.
Perfect for art lovers of all ages!

THE SECOND IN THE WORLD TO DISCOVER
EVOLUTION: ALFRED RUSSEL WALLACE
BY FARREN PHILLIPS
978-1-953458-38-4 AGES 6-10 AUG 2022 $19.99
10.6 X 10.6, 48 PAGES HARDCOVER
An exciting illustrated biography about Alfred Russel
Wallace, the second person to come up with the theory
of evolution.

THE PERFECT PARTY
BY LAUREL P. JACKSON & HÉLÈNE BAUM-OWOYELE
978-1-953458-12-4 AGES 3-6 AUG 2021 $12.99
10.6 X 8.1, 32 PAGES HARDCOVER
“A tidy promotion of cross-cultural collaboration unites this
chaotic picture book by Jackson, with bright, jovial
illustrations created in watercolor and rendered digitally by
Baum-Owoyele.” –Publishers Weekly

MILO'S MOONLIGHT MISSION
BY KATHLEEN M. BLASI & PETRONELA DOSTALOVA
978-1-953458-04-9 AGES 4-8 JUNE 2021 $15.99
10.56 X 10.56, 36 PAGES HARDCOVER
The most spectacular night skies are revealed when we
plan for the ideal moment—with loved ones by our sides.
This heartwarming tale is perfect for space fans and young
budding astronauts!

